SEPTEMBER 2018

Guest speaker :
John Welsford
of Small Cra Design at
www.jwboatdesigns.co.nz/
Watch and listen to the marvels of
modern wooden small cra
designs that can be home built on a
limited budget with pleasure and the
assurity of experience.
(sails available)
This years Spring Kowhai cruise.
Results of the poll:

13 Oct 33%,

27 Oct 10%,

By popular vote 10 November has been selected.
Members will receive more info at a later date.

10 Nov 55%

Cruising Children
By Nigel Richards, proprietor, Island Cruising NZ

Since becoming the new proprietors of Island Cruising NZ, formally known as the ICA, in
December 2017, Nigel and Amanda Richards, together with their daughter Ella have been
maintaining a steady helm whilst driving ICNZ with their personal services. One member
said during this years’ Sail Tonga Rally that the Richards’ are taking ICNZ back to the personal touch that it had whence ﬁrst set up over twenty years ago.

With a daughter of
their own, Amanda
and Nigel are determined to encourage
more families with
children to take the
break from normal
classroom schooling
to the life educa=on
that children get by
exploring the cultures
on hand just a week
or so sail from our home shores. The biennial Paciﬁc Circuit Rally that leaves Opua in mid
-May next year already has six boats registered carrying child crews, so the message is
star=ng to get through.

From visi=ng local village schools to the
interna=onal language of play, children
beneﬁt from the exposure to diﬀerent
ways. It’s a sobering experience to
watch children siAng at wooden desks
with perhaps just a pencil and paper to
use, not an iPad or laptop in sight, but
s=ll ﬂood enthusiasm for learning. Listening to their singing voices or proudly
recite a poem in England can be a very moving experience.
And of course, the compe==veness of their sport is inspiring. Nigel once joined in
with a game rugby with a
class of 5 year olds on the
island of Waya, in the
Yasawa chain of Fiji, he ﬁnally recovered from the
experience three days later!

Our children quickly remember the art
of entertainment without electronics
when encouraged by local children to
join in with nut shucking or hermit crab
racing. Not only does it remind us we
don’t need the s=mula=ons of modern
devices, it nurtures communica=on.

You will ﬁnd that you can hold a conversa=on with them using real language! In fact,
games nights and the like prove aGrac=ve again. Social skills abound as they are pushed
out of their comfort zone and realise that personal interac=on is actually great fun!

Don’t think that they
will miss out on their
home
educa=on.
Most schools will support you and encourage this ‘life’s learning’ experience. You
can easily use your
boats’ systems to provide equa=ons for the
youngsters to solve.
Remember the art of
paper naviga=on; pass those skills on to the next genera=on. PloAng ﬁxes, taking bearings and calcula=ng the depth of water under the keel at a certain =me of day, is a fair
challenge for any young brain. But if you s=ll need internet resources for communica=on
with home, there are many places on your cruise, if you choose to ﬁnd them, where reasonable data speeds can be found.

So, what’s the message? If you have children of school age and you are thinking of an
extended cruise in your future plans, don’t wait un=l they have le school and ﬂown the
nest, take them with you. If your children have their own children, consider taking the
mokopuna with you. You’ll love it and so will they.

Nautical Nowledge
Test your crew!! Pour a drink and check out your exper se with these quick
ques ons ( answers somewhere later in this newsle er)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The rota=on of the Earth creates what is called the ……….(This is what
causes the circular movement in weather systems).
a. Circular eﬀect
b.

Topical eﬀect

c.

Coriolis eﬀect

d.

Polar eﬀect

On the Beaufort wind scale a wind speed of 34-40 knots with a wave
height of 18 feet is described as a Force 8 and is described as
……..force
a. Gale
b.

Storm

c.

Near Gale

d.

Strong Gale

…….is the angular diﬀerence between the direc=on of True North and
the direc=on of Magne=c North.
a. Varia=on
b.

Devia=on

c.

Angula=on

d.

Demarca=on

The large sail situated behind the main mast that is aGached to the
boom is known as the ………
a. Foresail
b.

Jibsail

c.

Mainsail

d.

Trysail

Sailing is an Olympic sport. When was the ﬁrst =me it was included
on the Olympic program?
a. 1942
b.

1896

c.

1851

d.

1904

Why is the Sky Blue?
By Bob McDavi
Sunlight is made up of a
spectrum of colour – a bundle of waves of electromagne=c energy all travelling at
the same speed but each
vibra=ng at diﬀerent frequencies. When talking radio sta=ons we speak about
its frequency (e.g. 95FM)
but when talking about light
we speak about its wavelength. Red light has a wavelength of around 650nm
and at the other end is violet light with a wavelength almost half that at 400nm.
Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Indigo Violet.
A beam of light travels in a straight line un=l something gets in the way and does
one of four things
Reﬂects all of it on a straight path (like a mirror)
Bends it (like a prism)
ScaGers it (read more below)
Absorbs some of it and reﬂects/scaGers oﬀ the rest (we see this scaGered/
reﬂected light and call it that the COLOUR of the object).
Back in 1859, John Tyndall described how wavelengths in a light beam get
scaGered when it shines thru a colloid (a mixture in which the ﬂoa=ng par=cles
do not seGle out) e.g. cloud/fog,
smoke, milk, ink, paint – the par=cles
in a colloid are 1 to 1000nm or
o.ooo1 to 1 micron, This scaGering is
called the TYNDALL EFFECT. Shorter
wavelengths get scaGered sideways
and only the longer wavelengths get
transmiGed forwards.
The Tyndall eﬀect: Headlights seen in
fog: Example of how all that remains
of white light when sca ered by the Tyndall eﬀect are the longer wavelengths
(yellow and red)

LORD RAYLEIGH, or John William StruG, the third Baron
Rayleigh (1842-1919). Born in Essex, Educated in Trinity
College, Cambridge.
In 1871, he described how light is scaGered by the
molecules of air, and this is called RAYLEIGH SCATTERING
As sunlight travels thru the atmosphere it encounters air
molecules and reacts with their electrons so that some
light gets scaGered. The shorter wavelengths are deﬂected at a greater angle than the longer wavelengths. Lord
Rayleigh described how this works when the scaGering is
done by molecules showing that “the amount of
scaGering is inversely propor=onal to the fourth power of
the wavelength” This means that the shorter wavelengths
are deﬂected away into the sky and the longer wavelengths get transmiGed forwards.
Or: Blue scaGers Best (ten =mes more than red).
This scaGered blue light ﬁlls the sky giving us skylight.
See hGps://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14786447108640452
Lord Rayleigh also explained why the light from the Blue sky is polarized:
The image on the right was
taken thru a polarizing ﬁlter
that only shows light that is
linearly polarized in a
speciﬁc direc on.

OK I hear you: so if the shorter wavelength is scaGered best, then why isn’t the sky VIOLET or INDGO? It’s
true that Indigo and violet are
scaGered even beGer than blue, but
the sun emits more energy as blue
light than indigo or violet. That’s only part of the answer for we can see
the violet in a rainbow. The rest of
the answer lies in the way our vision
works.
Response curves for the three types of cone in the human eye (from h p://
math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/General/BlueSky/blue_sky.html)

Humans have evolved with three types of colour-receptors in our re=na. They respond
most strongly to light at the red, green and blue wavelengths. When they are s=mulated
in diﬀerent propor=ons our visual system constructs the colours we see.
When we look up at the sky, the blue cones are s=mulated strongly and the red and
green cones are s=mulated less so, and almost equally. If there were no indigo and violet in the spectrum, the sky would appear blue with a slight green =nge. However, the
indigo and violet wavelengths s=mulate the red cones as much as the blue, producing a
purple =nge. The net combined eﬀect is what we call the “sky blue” colour.
It may not be a coincidence that our vision is adjusted to see the sky as a pure hue. We
have evolved to ﬁt in with our environment; and the ability to put natural colours such
as sky-blue or grass-green into the background and focus quickly on anything that does
not have natural colouring is a useful survival trait.

Bob McDaviG Bob@metbob.com
Quiz answers. 1, c - Coriolis eﬀect. 2, a - Gale. 3, a.-Varia=on. 4, c. - Mainsail. 5, b. - 1896

Ramblings of a crew sailing to Fiji on SV “ The Rose”
Saturday September 22nd 2018
Rocking and swaying the hull creaks and groans. Thud. Now and then a claGer from the
galley as dishes slide into each other across the counter. Creak. Creak. Creak. The noise
is constant. Every so o en there is a bellow and a bang like a loose drum being hit and
then ﬂap. Flap. Flap... as the jib catches the wind from the wrong side. The wind is
pulling her forward into the night. My stomach swings back and forth, up and down.
The ceiling is lit from the dull glow of computer screens at the nav sta=on. Hammocks
carrying fruit swing back and forth above my head. High pitch squeaking metal, low
growls and thuds. The noise is constant. As she swings to starboard I see the moon
brieﬂy come into view through the port hole above me. The moon is waxing. Large
now.
The nights are bright with moonlight. The trail shimmers across the water. I wave and
can see my shadow on deck wave back. Below thud, squeak creak, squeak creak, thud,
swish swish, swish. All around me swish swish, swish swish. The water sounds on port,
on starboard, on port, on starboard...it sounds like a rubber tub full of water that is
being swung from side to side causing sloshing liquid into a wave. Now and then a
larger wave smashes into midships. I can feel the hull shudder with the force.
On deck I peer over the dodger into the darkness. All around the water is an inky
black...ever s=ll. White caps stand out in the gloom. The wind is forward of the beam.
She feels like she is moving at a tremendous speed. Almost leaping over the waves.
Looking to my side I imagine we are tearing into the night.
Above a whirring hum rises and falls as the shrouds catch and move through the wind.
My sleep is restless and disturbed. My eyes snap open as I am slammed right and le
and right again. I can feel the lee cloth next to me preven=ng me from toppling onto
the ﬂoor.
We are four days out from Fiji.-All is well. --Yarrow
Sunday 23 September 2018
Tonight is a new and diﬀerent night-- a new and diﬀerent mood. Tonight the moon is
shining almost full and very bright in the sky. Only the brighter stars can make
themselves seen in her light, Betelgeuse, Rigel, Sirius, Antares, Alpha Centurion stand
out amongst bold Orion and Scorpio, Jupiter, Mars and Saturn. The Milky Way is
completed obliterated by the light. Convoluted cloud spires loom large as dragons and
galloping horses with riders astride crouching low, night wind whipping their cloaks and
hair. The sea is mild allowing the moonlight to paint her surface with shimmering ripples as it moves in and out amongst the cloud shadows.

Now the moonlight peering through the ever changing clouds stretches across the
water to meet me and bathes The Rose in a silver glow. Hearing my joyful laughter it
retracts again and expands this way and that like an amoeba, ever changing and ever
shining. The breezes carry us gently, li ing and lil=ng us forward quietly. We slip along
as in a dream. The sails so and loose, only whispering. S=ll we make good speed
because the sea is also sleeping. She rises and falls gently, only occasionally turning or
rolling but mostly so ly breathing. And we slide over her...a =ny boat all alone in the
broad expanse carrying her sleeping crew but one on watch witnessing the miracle.
All is well. --Pat
Monday 24 September 2018
Yesterday the wind swung behind us--"DDW", a term that rolls nicely oﬀ the tongue,
"dead downwind". We put up the spinnaker pole on the jib and enjoyed the fairy tale
of wing and wing down wind sailing all a ernoon. We talked over all the world's
problems from varying perspec=ves but solved nothing. We agreed only that life is
complicated and humans are amazing.
Last night the grey seGled in. SeGling into the circumference of our circular horizon
and all the emp=ness in between. On watch their were no stars, no ﬁsh, no moon.
The day and night are full of the monotony of nothing changing and no frame of
reference. Or is it that everything is always changing and there is nothing solid to pin
oneself to or brace oneself against? The water is moving constantly. The space is void
of object. The sky is grey and shapeless. The wind has le us to play in other realms
while the engine now drones on incessantly rising and falling and rising and falling but
always grinding.
The sea is rela=vely smooth with large amplitude but broad swells rolling at irregular
intervals like a rocking cradle. Even the temperature has become almost the same as
our bodies--all the conscious calling chilliness having le with the wind last night.
Sailors of old became delirious with long spells of this--like a sensory depriva=on tank.
They heard voices in the creak of rigging and saw creatures in the dark movements of
the sea. Any event of interest becomes our focus.
Last evening a pod of pilot whales like big dark dolphins visited at dinner =me. We
were so taken with them that all conversa=on stopped except as related to their surfacing and number or sighs of awe at their beauty and ﬁnally shouts for their return.
The sunset struck us dumb with its beams radia=ng from behind a mass of cumulus
and the consequent reddening of the sky was photographed moment by moment
with rapt aGen=on. Dinner itself was quite the exci=ng event--not for any innate
quality of its own but rather because it was something interes=ng. Then night came
and the grey seGled in like a lid on a jar. Two and a half days to Fiji. All is well.

